Abstract. We consider iterates of absolutely continuous measures concentrated in a neighbourhood of a partially hyperbolic attractor. It is shown that limit points can be measures which have conditional measures of a special form for any partition into subsets of unstable manifolds.
It is known (cf. [11, 12] ), that the spectrum of the complexification of /* consists of whole circles. The condition (A2) means (cf. [3] ) that the spectrum is contained in two rings whose radii are Ai, /ui, A 2 , M2 respectively and oo>Ai>/xi>A 2 >/A 2 >0,Ati>l-(1-1)
There are continuous sub-bundles of the tangent bundle TA invariant with respect to df which correspond to the components of the spectrum, lying in these rings. We denote them by E" and E'° respectively. These distributions have the following properties, with respect to a special (so-called Lyapunov) Riemannian metric:
(1) E u (x)®E s0 (x) = T X M for any JC e A; (2) there exist numbers Ai, (*u A2, M2 such that and for any x e A, n > 0
We assume that the subspaces E u {x) have the same dimension for any x e A.
It is known (cf., for example, [12] ) that for any x e A there exists a smooth submanifold Wi" oc (x) having the following characteristic property: for any ye (here C > 0 is a constant, independent on x, y and n and p is the induced distance function on M). Moreover 
Let us denote by ^(A) the set of all non-vanishing continuous functions <f> on
A satisfying the Holder condition, i.e.
\4>(x)-<f>(y)\<Cp(x,y)
a foranyx,yeA and some C > 0, a e (0,1) independent on x, y e A. For any xeA, yeW u (x) and any integer n > 0 we define the function ( 2) The function p$(x, y) is continuous; more exactly for any x e\,y eW u (x) and any two sequences {*"}, {y n } such thatx n -*x, y n -*y, x n e A, y n e W u (x n ) and value p"(x n , y n ) is bounded from above uniformly on n we have lim p4,(x n , y n ) = P4,{x, y).
(3) For any xe A, y, zeW(x) P*(x, y W(y, z) = p+(x, z).
1.3.
Let x e A and W be a local manifold passing through x transversally to foliation W"(dim W = dimE s0 {x)). We call a A-rectangle at x the set
yeWnA Let us assume that r is small and denote by v" the measure on W(y), induced by the Riemannian metric and by g = £(II) the partition of II(x, W, r) onto the sets B"(y, r). This partition being continuous it is measurable with respect to any Borel measure on A. We denote by *(y), y eII(JC, W,r) the point in W n A such that y eB u (x(y), r). (It is evident that such a point is uniquely defined.) Let fj, be a Borel measure on A. Let us fix a function <j> € ^F(A), a point x e A and a A-rectangle II(JC, W, r) and denote by fi ( (y) the conditional measures on the elements C ( (y) = B u (x(y), r) of the partition f(II). We shall say that the measure H is Gibbs (u, <£)-measure if for any x € A and any A-rectangle II(x, W, r)
(1.4) where the 'normalizing factor' (partition function r(x(y)) is given by the equality B u (x(y), r)
1.4. Let *(A) be the set of all normalized /-invariant Gibbs («, <f> )-measures on A, <l> e^(A). For p. G<t>(A) and x e A we denote by / £ ( * ) the Jacobian of the map df\E u (x) with respect to p.
The entropy / J^( / | A ) of f \ A with respect to p satisfies the inequality e ln^JKx) dp(x)>0.
The following statement plays an important role in the study of ergodic properties of the automorphism /|A. THEOREM 
where h e C(V 0 ). It is easy to see that for any h u h 2 e.C(V 0 )
It is easy to see that the family {/"} is relatively compact in the topology of weak * convergence. Let l(V 0 , ^) be a limit functional. According to Riesz's theorem there exists Borel measure fi = ix(l(V 0 , ^)), corresponding to 1{V O , W) such that for any continuous function h e C(V 0 )
It is easy to show that the measure fi(l{V 0 , ^)) is normalized, concentrated on A and /-invariant. The main result of this paper is the following theorem. This assertion means that there exist /-invariant Gibbs M-measures on A which can be obtained by iterations of absolutely continuous measures with respect to Lebesque measure and concentrated on a neighbourhood of A. In particular the set 3>(A) is non-empty. In the case of the set A being a hyperbolic attractor this assertion was proved earlier by Bowen and Ruelle (cf. [15, 16] ). In this case the limit measure //. is uniquely defined and the map /|A is isomorphic (with respect to n) to a Bernoulli shift. and define a measure v n on U n by the equality
We define a Borel measure v" on A by putting for any Borel set A a A PROPOSITION 
For any n > 0 and any Borel set A <= A we have
Let fj. n = -ZK=O V K-I* follows easily from proposition 3 and the Krylov-Bogoln jubov theorem that the sequence y^n is weakly compact and any of its limits is /-invariant. THEOREM 
Any limiting measure of the sequence n n is an f-invariant Gibbs u-measure.
Remark. The last assertion admits an important generalization. It is true for attractors which have more general properties than partial hyperbolicity. Namely, it is sufficient to assume, instead of conditions (A2) and (A3), the following conditions:
(A2)' there exists a continuous/-invariant contracting (under/"") exfoliation W of set A; (A3)' W(x)cAforanyjteA; (A4)' distribution TW{x) satisfies the Holder condition. The proof of this fact is the same as the proof of theorem 4, given in § 2.
1.7. Sometimes the partial hyperbolicity is formulated in another way. Namely one assumed that the spectrum of the complexification of operator /,. is contained in three rings whose radii are Ai, ^ti, K' 2 , ix' 2 , A3, /H3 respectively and (compare with
(1.1') We denote the df-invariant distributions on A corresponding to these rings by E", E° and E s respectively. As the function <f> satisfies Holder's condition we get using assertion 3 of proposition 1 that for any K s 0, x e A, yeB"{x,r) Assertions 1 and 2 follow from this inequality. Assertion 3 is obvious 2.3. Proof of theorem 1 is essentially a simple modification of the proof given in [4] (cf. also [7, 13, 6] ) and therefore is omitted.
2.4.
Proof of theorem 2 is a modification of the proof given in [10] . Let II = U(x, W, r) be a A-rectangle at x e A. We define an open set U(y) for every y e W n A in the following way: z e U(y) if there exists a finite sequence of sets
One can prove, repeating the arguments given in [10] that the set ft= U U(y) has the following property; if/"" (C/(y))nn ^ 0 for some y € W n A and an integer n > 0 then f-"(U(y))<=U(z) for some zeWn A. (1) and (2) imply that the sets U(w) form a partition of A' which we shall denote by £. As $ is continuous it is measurable with respect to any Borel measure fi on A. Assertions 2 and 3 follow from properties (l)-(5) of the sets U(w), and assertion 4 is proved with the help of assertion 4 of proposition 1 as in [6] (cf. also [8] ). If ix is a Borel measure then there exists a A-rectangle II which is open in A such that /x (II) > 0. Therefore n (A') > 0 and thus fi. (A') = 1 because A' is /-invariant and IL is ergodic. The last part of assertion 5 can be stated as in [6] (cf. also [8] where x h i = 1,2, are two points in a local transversal manifold W do not intersect each other (cf. lemma 9). This last fact allows 'the expansion' of every A-rectangle to a 'full' rectangle ft, defined by the formula ft= U W(y).
It is clear that the set

yeW
The partition £ of ft into sets W(x) is absolutely continuous (cf. lemma 10). After these preparatory steps we pass to the second part of the proof (cf. lemmas 11-13). The main idea is to show that the sequence of conditional measures for the measures /u n (corresponding to the functionals /") with respect to the partition i converges as n -»oo.
Let Uo be a neighbourhood of A appearing in condition A3 and U n =/"(C/ 0 )-From U\ <=• U o we have U n <=-U n -i for any n > 0. Therefore, for any n > 0 Let x G A and q > 0. Suppose that 
], re{0,ri] and any local (r, C)-manifold at y€U m , m=m(q) (cf. lemma 1) the following inclusion holds where V(f(y)) is a local (r, C)-manifold at f(y).
Proof. Let us choose x e A in such a way that y € B s0 (x, q). We have 
) d(T y W{y),E a (f(x)))*(l+eMA 2 + e)/(jnProperty (2) implies that for any small enough q, r, C and any z e dW(y)
Ik II * r.
(2.4)
As it follows from property (3) for given C > 0 and any small enough q, r C, 
(f(x), z)<(Ki+K 2 )q. (2.8) As the distribution E" satisfies Holder's condition on A (cf. [3]) and f(x)
, z e A we have, using (2.8) (
1) there exists a smooth distribution E(y) in P m (m =m{q)) such that d(E(y),E u (x))<C,
where C > 0 is the constant, which appeared in lemma 3, and x e A is any point for which y e B s0 (x,q); (2) the submanifold is a local (r, C)-manifold at y. Proof. As the distribution E u is continuous we can extend it up to a continuous distribution E(y), in a neighbourhood Q of A. Let us take q 3 e (0, q 2 ] so small that U m c Q (m =m{q 3 ) ). Now we can choose as £"(y) any smooth distribution close enough to E{y) in P m .
The second assertion follows directly from the first one. Let us fix q e (0, q 3 ], re(0,r 2 ] and let C be the constant which appeared in lemma 3. It is easy to see that the following assertion is valid. (2) Assertion 3 of lemma 5 implies that the family V° = V satisfies Holder's condition with parameters (R,K,a) for some R>0, K>0. We assume that the family V " 1 satisfies Holder condition with some parameters (R,K,a) . Let x e A, y <=B s0 {x,q)n U m+n . We take xe A so that/" 1 (y)efl s0 (jc,<?)-Then we get
where K* > 0 is a constant, independent on x, y, n. It is easy to see that (2.12) where K s >0 is a constant independent on x, y, n. It follows from (2.11), (2.12) and the triangle inequality that where K& > 0 is a constant. We get from this and the inductive assumption that the submanifold contains the graph of a function
${f-\x),
where (Number C is taken in accordance with lemma 3.) Inequalities (2.13) and (2.14) imply that for any small enough q
R>R.
Now let yi, y 2 € B ' (x, q)n U m+n . One can show repeating the above arguments that
where Ke>0 is a constant and e =e{q). The last inequality is valid if we take numbers q > 0, a > 0 so small that in view of (1.2) and number K so large that
K>K' 6 /{\-y).
The following assertion is the consequence of lemma 6, the definition of the families V" and the properties of foliation (cf. [9] ). Proof. Let us fix small 0 > 0, S > 0 and an integer n > 0 satisfying certain restrictions which will be specified later. We choose m=m(S) such that U m lies in the 5-neighbourhood of A and consider the set U m+n . Let us put F =f~n. Let where K s >0 is a constant. As the distribution E u (x) satisfies Holder's condition the distribution E s0 (x) also satisfies this condition (cf. [3] ). Therefore the triangle inequality implies
where AT 9 >0 is a constant and a e(0, 1]. Our assumptions concerning the points y, z and w imply that p{w,z)<K 10 8, Therefore it is sufficient to prove the existence of rf)
3) > 0 such that for any xeA, y 1 
(y). (Ki 2 > 0 is a constant).
We fix x e A and denote
Also let n(y), y eX be the integer such that f~K(y)e U m for AT =0, 1 , . . . , n(y) and/" <n(y)+1) (y)£ U m . Let us remark that n(y) = oo if y e A. It is easy to see that y e^n (y) \Ar n(y)+ i ifn(y)<oo. If 2 6 W then we define pf, n (y, z) by means of formula (1.3) assuming that n € [0.n(y)]. Let Y n be a y n -neighbourhood of X n . As X n <^X n~\ we get for small enough y n that Y n cX n~i . The following assertion is a consequence of proposition 2 and lemma 8. On the other hand from i s V j w e get Therefore f"(x)e U m + n + s riU. It follows from (2.24) that the intersection U m+n + s n n is contained in Il n . Therefore x e f"(U n ) = P n . This contradiction proves our assertion.
We get, using lemmas 10 and 12, that | nx)Hf n {x))dv{x)
= f V(x)h{f n {x))d V {x)
= [ dv n {y')\ nz')p n y(z')h(f n (z'))dp n y(z')
•*P n /ri n JC (y') ¥(-y')</"" (y')J py(z')h(f n (z'))dl> n y(z') + f dv n (y') \ (¥(*') Now the result follows from (2.25), (2.23), lemma 11, the continuity of the functions K n (y,z), p ( y n) (z), /3 n (y), the definition of the limit measure n(l(V' 0 ,V)) (cf. [5] ) and the following lemma. 
